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Abstract

This article explores the theoretical issues of producing a dialectal reverse dictionary of Cypriot Greek, the collection of data, the principles for selecting the lemmas among various candidates of word types, their orthographic representation, and the choices that were made for writing a variety without a standardized orthography.

1. Introduction

Cypriot Greek (henceforth CG) is a variety of Greek spoken by almost a million people in the Republic of Cyprus. CG differs from Standard Modern Greek (henceforth SMG) with regard to its phonetics, phonology, morphology, syntax, and even pragmatics (Goutsos and Karyolemou 2004; Papapavlou and Pavlou 1998; Papapavlou 2005; Tsiplakou 2004; Katsoyannou et al. 2006; Tsiplakou 2007; Arvaniti 2002; Terkourafi 2003).

The study of the vocabulary of CG was one of the research goals of ‘Syntychies’, a research project for the production of lexicographic resources undertaken by the Department of Byzantine and Modern Greek Studies of the University of Cyprus between 2006 and 2010. Another research goal of the project has been the study of the written representation of the dialect—since there exists no standardized CG orthography.

The applied part of the Syntychies project includes the creation of a lexicographic database suitable for the production of dialectal dictionaries of CG, such as a reverse dictionary of CG (henceforth RDCG), which is currently under publication. The lexicographic database is hosted in a dedicated webpage, which allows online searching of the database. Incorporated in the online interface of the database is a text-to-speech system, which allows the user to listen to the pronunciation of the selected lemmas. Thus, ‘Syntychies’ provides the first online version of a CG lexicographic database and a speech synthesis system for CG.

2. The RDCG

The RDCG is a lexicographic work, whose lemmas are sorted alphabetically from right to left—namely form the end of the word—and not from the beginning of the word (as is the case with standard dictionaries). Even though Greek language exhibits a long tradition of reverse dictionaries counting more than ten such dictionaries (see Kourmoulis 2002: vii-xiii), there are no reverse dictionaries for any Greek dialect. The ‘Syntychies’ project set out to fill this gap by creating the first reverse dialectal dictionary of a Greek variety.

The RDCG is an important tool for researchers studying the morphological system of CG, variety with very rich morphology. It allows researchers to examine the morphological suffixes and to make decisions about the parsing of words in various declinations and genres; one cannot make easy generalizations about the word endings by using a dictionary that is sorted left to right.
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The assemble, study, and publication of the RDCG lexicographic corpus, was a very demanding and arduous task that involved many theoretical decisions, including decisions about the choices of words to be included in the database, the choice of word variants that should be treated as the main lemmas, and the orthographic representation of CG words.

3. RDCG word selection

CG is a non-standardized variety of Modern Greek and as such it includes many different pronunciations and word forms that construe geographical isoglosses (cf. Newton 1972). The choice of words to include is related to a decision about the standard form of the dialect and the vocabulary that better suits this form. The existing traditional dictionaries of CG include mostly rare, basilectal, or obsolete forms of the dialect and they are in fact a picture of CG rural communities before the urbanization that was initiated after the 1950s (cf. Papagelou 2001; Chatziioannou 1996). The RDCG aimed to include the CG vocabulary that better depicts the current state of the dialect, and as such, rare or extinct words referred in older dictionaries or word list, were excluded from the database. Word selection was based on word usage, something that was extensively examined by using questionnaires, speaker intuitions, field studies, and corpora—oral or written. The written corpus had been assembled from various sources including (a) dictionaries, (b) word lists, (c) texts from blogs, journals, and newspapers, and (d) original research studies of the oral speech. The database is an open-ended project and it is continuously updated in order to represent the current state of CG variety; and as such, an enormous task undertaken within the project was a sociolinguistic description of the CG lexicon.

4. CG orthography and written conventions

For the publication of the RDCG, the ‘Syntychies’ research project had to make hard decisions about the orthography of the dialect, since a lexicographic work must involve a certain way of normalising the spelling of words and devising rules about the written representation of the variety. Specifically, following a long tradition of using the Standard Greek orthography with some modifications for representing CG pronunciations (Chatziioannou 1996, Yiangoullis 2009, Coutsougera & Georgiou, to appear), the ‘Syntychies’ project devised an orthographic system that better represents Cypriot Greek. The proposed orthographic conventions of the RDCG are based on extensive research undertaken by the ‘Syntychies’ project (see Armosti et al., forthcoming; Armosti et al., 2011; Katsoyannou et al., 2011). The more problematic areas for writing CG are summarized in the following:

(a) The representation of geminates. The phonetic repertoire of CG contains geminate sounds, which are absent from the SMG phonetic apparatus. Even though geminates are traditionally represented in SMG orthography (as a reminiscent of older forms of the language), orthographic reforms that followed the establishment of Demotic Greek (in the place of Katharevousa) as the standard language of Greece, made selective choices regarding the representation of geminates in SMG orthography in an effort to simplify the orthography (Babiniotis 2000). These choices come in stark contrast with CG geminate pronunciation. As a result, the orthographic system proposed for the RDCG, reintroduced in the orthography the writing of geminates in all words containing these consonants.
(b) Post-alveolar fricatives and affricates. The phonetic apparatus of CG includes post-
'alveolar fricatives and affricates that do not exist in SMG. These are represented in the
lexical database by means of a combining caron ⟨⟩ over graphemes that otherwise
represent alveolar consonants. Thus, post-alveolar consonants are represented as
follows: (i) the voiceless fricative [ʃ] as ⟨ʃ⟩ when singleton and as ⟨τʃ⟩ when
 geminate: e.g. ⟨τʃɛːn⟩ [ʃɛn] (hand), ⟨τʃiːɔ⟩ [ʃiɔ] (I tear); (ii) the voiced
fricative [ʒ] as ⟨ʒ⟩ when singleton and as ⟨tʃ⟩ when geminate: e.g. ⟨tʃɛːn⟩ [ʃɛn] (that-
MASC), ⟨kουτδιν⟩ [kuʃiin] (broad bean-NEUT); (iii) the voiceless affricate [tʃ] as ⟨tʃ⟩
when singleton and as ⟨τʃ⟩ when geminate: e.g. ⟨τʃɛːn⟩ [ʃɛn] (jar); (iv) the voiced
affricate [tʃɛːn] (hand), ⟨kουτδιν⟩ [kuʃiin] (broad bean-NEUT); (iv) the voiceless affricate [ʃ] as ⟨tʃ⟩: e.g. ⟨wɔntʃiːn⟩
⟨nɔntʃiin⟩ (jar-NEUT). Thus, the superscription of the combining caron over the Greek
graphemes for alveolar consonants, namely ⟨σ⟩, ⟨ζ⟩, and ⟨ω⟩, produces the post-
alveolar fricatives ⟨ʃ⟩, ⟨ζ⟩, ⟨ω⟩ and affricates ⟨τʃ⟩, ⟨τζ⟩, ⟨τω⟩; moreover, the use
of the combining caron differentiates between graphemes representing clusters
containing alveolar fricatives (i.e ⟨ζ⟩ [ks] and ⟨ω⟩ [ps]) and graphemes representing
clusters containing post-alveolar fricatives (i.e ⟨ζ⟩ [kʃ] and ⟨ω⟩ [pʃ]).

(c) Final /n/. Many words, such as neuter nouns and adjectives, end in /n/ in CG, but not in
SMG: for example the word for ‘school’ is written as ⟨σχολείο⟩ in the SMG
orthography, but as ⟨σχολείον⟩ in the lexical database, wherein word-final /n/ is always
represented.

(d) Synizesis is not represented in the lexical database since it is in most cases predictable
from CG phonology—however other dictionaries represent it by using various symbols
(see Yiangoullis 2011).

5. Future Research

RDCG is an innovative, targeted dictionary, as not only is the first published reverse
dictionary of CG, but is also the first reverse dictionary of any Modern Greek dialect. CG
lexicography lacks modern, scientific approaches, a gap which the ‘Syntychies’ research
program sets out to fill by making use of modern methodologies—something that resulted in
the RDCG. ‘Syntychies’ aspire to provide a standard lexicological reference material for CG.
Furthermore, ‘Syntychies’ aim to provide further lexicographic recourses not only to
academics, researchers, and scholars, but to anyone interested in CG. Since the lexical
database of ‘Syntychies’ is open-ended and always updating, RDCG provides a current picture of CG variety available to anyone. There are also further plans for expanding this
research and for providing target-specific dictionaries such as the RDCG.

Note

1 The ⟨ζ⟩ variant is an allograph of the ⟨σ⟩ grapheme when in word-final position.
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